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ALUMNI DAY • COMMENCEMENT
SCIIHNCIH CHNTER DEDICATION
DEDICATION
A cloudy and cool morning on Saturday, June 8
- Whittier's 65th Commencement Day—did nothing to lessen the enthusiasm and warm interest of
several hundred alumni and friends who gathered
on the patio before the new science center to celebrate its naming and dedication.
When Jan Rikel, wife of the student body president, and Maggi Bloom, this year's Walter Dexter
Award recipient, unveiled the handsome plaque, the
words carved there read "JOHN STAUFFER SCIENCE CENTER. The gifts of John Stauffer for
the construction of this science building are to commemorate the many years of leadership and devotion to Whittier College by Dr. Paul S. Smith, its
President."

Dedication of the $3.4 million, five-story building, came as a fitting testimonial to President
Smith who is just completing 17 years as Whittier's
eighth leader to hold that office. The building,
which has more classrooms than the total in all
buildings on campus to date - and not only rests
on old Hadley Field but more than covers the space
of the actual football gridiron - completes a building and landscaping program since 1951 of more
than $10 million, and raises total college assets to
$20 million. Completed during this time were the
student union, campus inn, five residence halls, a
chapel, music building, two lecture halls, the Wardman library and Memorial Field stadium.
Perhaps most commented upon during the morning was not a person or event, but a place - the
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re-designed and re-landscaped Poet Quad, the quadrangle bounded by Wardman gym, Platner residence hail, Naylor chemistry building (now an
inaccurate name) and the John Stauffer Science
Center. A paraphrase may aptly fit: "A place of
beauty is a joy forever."
Participants in the dedication ceremonies all have
strong commitments to the ongoing of the college.
Honorary chairman, Mrs. Henry L. McIntyre, president of the Robert C. Wheeler Foundation of San
Francisco, gave the chemistry laboratory which
bears the name the Robert and Lydia Wheeler
Chemistry Lecture Room.
Dr. Howard House of the class of 1930, the internationally recognized otologist who had just returned from receiving the distinctive Honorary
M.D. of the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, spoke
of his appreciation for his college and the work of
President Smith. Dr. John Stauffer read his remarks at such a pace that Dr. House was moved
to remark "it is no wonder he gets so much done if
he does everything this fast."
Reginald I. McKenzie, president of Aerojet-General Corporation, and fiscal expert in the aerospace
industry, whose daughter Madelyn graduated in the
Whittier class of 1967, gave the dedication address.
He emphasized that the immense advances of mod-

ern science must serve human welfare and that colleges like Whittier are dedicated to this indispensable end.
President of the Board of Trustees, Thomas W.
Bewley, named and dedicated the building and announced a new program of financial advance to be
undertaken by the trustees to add $20 million to
the college's endowment fund.
This year Dr. Stauffer is celebrating 40 years
with the Stauffer Chemical Company. For many
years Chairman of the Executive Committee and
Senior Vice President, he is now Director Emeritus.
He serves as Vice President of the Whittier College
Board of Trustees, and is the donor of the John
Stauffer Lecture-Laboratory (1958), contributed to
the building of the Beverly M. Stauffer Residence
Hall, and has assisted with other recent projects on
the Whittier campus. Dr. Stauffer is the largest private donor to the new center, the federal government having contributed $1 million under the Educational Facilities Act of 1963.
Following the dedication, those present were
given conducted tours of the 140-room center, including a chance to see the spectacular view over
Whittier from the roof. (The Rock will take alumni
on a detailed conducted tour - with words and
photos - in a later issue.)

STAUFFER SCIENCE CENTER
THIS GIFT BY JOHN STAUFFER COMMEMORATES
T F MANY YEARS OF LEADERSHIP AND
DEVOTION TO WHITTIER COLLEGE
OF DR. PAUL S. SMITH. ITS PRESIDENT
JUNE 8, 1968

COMMENCEMENT

ALUMNI DAY

Author-humorist Richard Armour addressed 571
members of the 1968 graduating class - 474 bachelors and 99 masters (two students got two each) at the 65th commencement held at Harris Amphitheatre. Honorary Doctor of Laws were awarded
Lee E. Owens, chairman of Owens Publications, ond
Eugene Gonzales, class of 1950, Associate Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of California.
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters went to Richard Armour.

This year the events of Alumni Day included reunions for ten classes, induction of the Class of
1918 into the Golden Anniversary Club, and special
recognition of the classes of 1908 and 1912, celebrating their 55th and 60th anniversaries.
The Whittier College Alumni Association members - 500 strong at the luncheon - welcomed
their officers for 1968-1969 as they were inducted
by outgoing president, John Kegler '38.
New Alumni Association president is Stephen A.
Gardner '40, account executive with Joe Leighton
& Associates advertising agency in Hollywood; vice
president in Howard Seelye '48, political writer for
the Los Angeles Times; and new Alumni Board
members are Herbert J. Adden, Jr. '49, partner in
the law firm of Atkinson, Adden & Gibson of Whittier, and R. Jackson Gauldin '47, partner in the law
firm of Burton, Gauldin, Thomson & Nelson of
Whittier.
Alumni tours of the campus were also conducted,
which included viewing of the recently refurbished
Quad and a walking tour of the newly completed
Stauffer Science Building.

An audience estimated at nearly 4,000 filled the
amphitheatre to overflowing in spite of some eight
rows of seats added last year.

Richard Armour speaking. Eugene Gonzales '50 Receiving Degree

Arthur Hobson '43

Dr. Smith and Lee E. Owens

Pres. John Kegler '38 awarding
Golden Anniversary Certificate.
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CLINTON 0. HARRIS '34
By HOWARD SEELYE '48

Two big men stood tall in the esteem of their
fellow Whittier College alumni last month.
Honored were Dr. Carl L. Randolph and Clinton
0. Harris whose accomplishments in the service of
Whittier College and to the business community
matched their physical size.
Dr. Randolph, a graduate with the class of 1943,
received the Alumni Achievement Award during
Alumni Day activities June 8 and Harris of the
class of 1934 was recipient of the Shirley Mealer
Alumni Service Award.
Dr. Randolph is vice president and head of marketing for industrial and agricultural chemicals for
U.S. Borax and Chemical Corp.
Harris is president and owner of Harris Oldsmobile Co. in Whittier and has served Whittier and
Whittier College in many ways.
Dr. Randolph received his A.B. degree in Chemistry from Whittier, which he attended on a scholarship after graduation from Monrovia-ArcadiaDuarte High School.
At Whittier he was a member of the Quaker
Campus staff, served as an assistant in the chemistry lab to Dr. Gustav Ostrem and Dr. Roy Newsom.
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Following World War II he attended USC where
he received his master of science and PhD degrees
in chemistry while also working under an assistanceship.
Dr. Randolph became a research chemist at Aerojet Corp. in Azusa and later was associated with
the U.S. Borax Research Corp. as vice president
and director of the research laboratory.
He moved from the Borax subsidiary to become
vice president and assistant to the president of the
parent company. His responsibilities include supervision and operation of the Allan Potash Mines, a
1.5 million ton per year potash operation in Saskatchewan, Canada.
Dr. Randolph's additional duties as head of the
marketing department were assumed June 1 of this
year.
Professionally, he is a member of the American
Chemical Society, Director of the Southern California Industry-Education Council, Director of the
Los Angeles Better Business Bureau and a Director
of the Southern California Chapter of the Multiple
Sclerosis Society, which he has served as head of
the industrial campaign.
Dr. Randolph is a member of a long-time Whittier College family. His wife, the former Jane Taber, is also a 1943 graduate and recently resigned

DR. CARL L. RANDOLPH '43
as head of the college's placement office.
Mrs. Randolph's mother and father are both
Whittier graduates, while her two sisters attended
Whittier as have numerous relatives.
The couple has a daughter, Mrs. Roger H. Drew,
23, who lives in Chicago where her husband is
studying hospital administration. In addition, a
son, Stephen, 20, is a junior at the University of
California at Santa Barbara.
It was at the traditional July 4th picnic in Covina Park when Clint Harris decided to attend
Whittier in 1930. He had played football for Chief
Newman at Covina High during the late 20s and
after sitting out a couple of years was visiting some
old friends in his home town.
"Chief was there and he came around to talk to
me about coming to Whittier where he was coaching and so I decided to go," Harris remembers.
At Whittier he played tackle, winning three letters, was a shotputter on the track team (he held
the school record for a few years) was a member
of the freshman basketball team and on the track
relay team.
While on the grid team, Clint worked nights fumigating and pulling tents in the citrus orchards,
something he didn't tell the coach about even
though he was dead tired at times.

Some of his fellow teammates in those years at
Whittier were Bill Krueger, Merle Mashburn, Lincoln Dietrich - and Richard Nixon.
"Dick was cannon fodder as a third string end,
but he never let up," Harris recalls. "He couldn't,
because Chief would have been on his tail."
Following graduation, Harris spent a year and a
half doing social case work for the Social Relief
Administration, then had a Shell Oil station and
spent six years with the Automobile Club of Southern California as a salesman and claims supervisor.
In 1942 as the war came on, Harris started a
machine shop as a hobby at home and ended up as
the sole source for riveting tools used by Douglas
Aircraft in their vital war effort. He continued
ownership of the company, now known as Sierra
Bullet Co., a manufacturer of projectiles, until he
sold it in 1955.
Later he bought an old body shop on South
Greenleaf Ave., one part of which became his Oldsmobile agency and the other Modern Metal Manufacturing Co., a fabricator of stoves and ice boxes
for vacation trailers - another company he sold
in later years.
But it was as an Olds dealer that Clint made his
mark. He has served many times on the Oldsmobile
Dealers. Council for the Los Angeles zone, has been
past treasurer and director of the Oldsmobile Dealers Assn. of Southern California, past president of
the Whittier Automobile Dealers Assn. and is presently on the General Motors President's Council,
one of 38 members out of 16,000 GM dealers in the
nation.
Harris has time for other activities, as well. He
is one of five directors of the Central Basin Municipal Water District, has been director of the Whittier Area Chamber of Commerce and member of
various chamber committees and is a past director
of Whittier Uptown Associates.
For Whittier College his service has been unending. At the top of the list is his present post as a
trustee of the college. He is a past director of the
alumni association, past director of Whittier College Associates and charter member and past director of the 1195 Club.
One of Clint's more pleasant pursuits is a 23,280
acre ranch east of Bend, Oregon at the unlikely
town called Antone, actually a ghost town in the
middle of the ranch.
On the ranch are irrigated meadows, two lakes,
9,000 acres of timber, 400 cows, 200 yearlings, 300
calves - and the old mining town.
Harris married Flora Honeyman in 1936 (who
attended Whittier, as well) and they have three
children. They are David, 26, who works for Harris
Oldsmobile; Kathy, 23, who is married to Roger
Wolcott, and Marylou, 16, a Whittier High School
student.
"Actually, I never got far from Covina - although I do go up to Oregon once in awhile," Harris says.
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EDUCATION IN A
FREE SOCIETY
Dr. Nelle G. Slater, Associate Professor of Religion at
Whittier College, visited England, USSR, Czechoslovakia,
the German Democratic Republic (GDR), and Denmark
March 11 to April 2 as a participant in the Seminar and
Field Study in Education in Europe. The invitational group
was directed by the Commission on International Relations
in Education of Phi Delta Kappa and the Comparative
Education Society. The seminars and field trips in each
country were planned by that nation's Ministry of Education. Dr. Slater was Dean of Women at Whittier College
1959-1963, was appointed Associate Professor of Religious
Education at Boston University School of Theology in
1964, and returned to Whittier in the same capacity in
1966. She is co-editor with her departmental chairman, Dr.
C. Milo Connick, of a readings text for an introductory
religion course to he published next year by Dickenson
Press. She will serve as President of the American Academy of Religion (Pacific Coast Section) during the '68-'69
academic year.

The study of six universities and several institutes in five countries in three weeks was a rapid
emersion into educational planning. There are those
who deplore educational planning and question if
education is to be free of controls can it be planned?
The reconciliation of planning and freedom is a crucial tension of our time. Karl Mannheim has asked
the penetrating question can one plan for freedom?
Our arrival in Prague on March 21 preceded by
one day Antonin Novotny's forced resignation of
the presidency. Eduard Goldstücker, a vice rector
of Prague's prestigious Charles University, met with
us March 24. As president of the Writers' Union
he has been an important intellectual leader in the
new course of his country. In describing the task
which confronts his country he said, "We are the
first of all existing socialist countries to try to wed
socialism with freedom because they should go together, and socialism is thinkable only if it increases
the freedom of the people themselves. . . . What is
happening here is a step into undiscovered terri8
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tories. It will have a very deep effect on all the
political thinking not only within the region of socialism but in Europe and the world all together.
•
. . But the fact remains that we are trying to do
something which is paradigmatic for the world today and tomorrow and we are well aware of it. We
hope we are on the level of these great tasks that
fell to us Saturday."'
In Moscow one of the Soviet young people spoke
of the greatness of their society because it had the
advantages of social and ethical purposes. Our Soviet seminars included personnel representing the
Ministry, teachers, and students. When one of our
group asked a question it was referred to the representative involved most directly; the ministry did
not presume to answer a question concerning students, the student union member spoke to an inquiry concerning student life.
In East Berlin the mounting political pressures
resulting from the Czech liberalization brought
about the cancellation of our schedule with the
Teachers' Union. Humboldt University, formerly
Berlin and renamed for its founder in 1949, faculty
and students were "off-limits" to us. The only educator allowed to be with us was a Professor of
Marxist Philosophy who spoke concerning the GDR
aims.
In each of these eastern Europe countries it became obvious the persons speaking were addressing
themselves to the purposes of their societies. Each
answering statement was spoken with a sense of
involvement. The educators of these societies were
concerned about a future to be achieved and education's important role in its accomplishment. The
interaction between education and society is recognized not only in their planning for the three
major levels, the primary-secondary-general school,
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the specialized secondary, and the higher school but
also in the youth organizations and extra-curricular
activities.
Friends often have asked me what did you find
the most surprising part of the study? I have had
to answer the Young Pioneer youth movement in
Moscow. Usually the inquirer knows almost nothing about this area of Soviet education. Perhaps it
is my own background in youth work or my own
unawareness of what the USSR was doing that resulted in its deep impression upon me. Seeing this
youth work in the USSR and considering it in relation to the higher education of these societies has
caused some reflections concerning our own society's educational processes. Since many Whittier
alumni serve youth in a multitude of ways I think
they will be interested in my sharing this part of
our experience.
One of our afternoons in Moscow was spent at
the Young Pioneer Palace which was opened in 1962.
The woman director about the center spoke to us
of the Young Pioneers. The USSR has three mass
organizations for young people. The Young Octobrists is a loosely organized group for children from
seven to ten years old. Its 1967 membership was
15 million The Young Pioneers is the first serious
attempt at youth organization and is for the ten
to fifteen year old. There are 23 million Young
Pioneers. The Young Communist League (Komsomol) includes persons fifteen to twenty-seven
years of age but is quite different in character from
the former two in that its membership is not open
to all. The Komsomol's 1967 membership was reported at 23 million. As the senior youth organization it has responsibility for the younger groups and
publishes children's books and magazines, including the Young Pioneer and a newspaper Komso-

By DR. NELLE G. SLATER

molskaya Pravda. Its influence is felt in the universities where there usually is a branch in each
department and its members serve on university
committees. The Komsomol came into existence in
1918; the Young Pioneers were begun in 1922 to
replace the Boy Scouts, and the Young Octobrists
were established in 1925.
The USSR has over 3,500 Young Pioneer Palaces
and Houses (the Palace is larger and more elaborate). Moscow has 300 establishments for Young
Pioneers. The new Palace is quite a show piece and
no doubt is meant to be impressive, and it is! What
was six years ago a former garbage area in the
Lenin Hills has been graced with a modern style
complex of facilities located high over the Moskva
River near the University. The Palace is a gift of
the Komsomol to their younger brothers and sisters. The best architects have developed this functional facility but we were told every student in
Moscow was also involved in contributing in some
way to its building. Modern mosaic panels decorate
the entrances to each building. The main lobby contains a glass-domed botanical garden and pool. This
winter garden holds palms from Lord-How Island,
bamboo from Mexico, African cactus and plants
from other parts of the world.
Our group assembled in one of the spacious classlike rooms. The director described how the senior
leaders of the Young Pioneers work through a special department of the Ministry of Education concerned with out-of-school education. The Komsomol also provides guidance as it is charged with the
responsibility for the Pioneer leadership. The mayor
and city council of Moscow finance seventy-six of
the three hundred Pioneer establishments in Moscow. The Palace allocation is one and a half million
rubles.2 The budgets of the remaining groups are
met through trade union contributions.
9

The Pioneer organization takes seriously its role
in education for citizenship. It is to bring up:
children in the spirit of love and devotion to
the Motherland, friendship between nations
and proletarian internationalism; it draws
Pioneers and school children into public life,
develops in them a conscientious attitude
towards study discipline, love of work, and
curiosity; it brings up children to be healthy,
courageous, full of the joy of life and unafraid of difficulties, future builders of Communism. ..
This requires trained professional leadership. At an
earlier seminar at the Lenin Pedagogical Institute
we had been told how a part of every teacher's
training program includes experience in Pioneer
groups and their summer camping program. This
summer over five million school children will spend
a month at one of the nearly ten thousand camp
sites. Volunteers from the Komsomol, parents, and
skilled workers also are involved in the Pioneer
activities.
The yearly ceremony of admission to membership
is a serious one. The future Young Pioneer promises
to love his country, to study industriously, to speak
the truth, to be friendly to youth all over the world,
to be brave and honorable, to keep physically fit,
to honor the memory of those who died for their
country, to be careful of public property, to be
always polite and disciplined, to love nature and
conserve it. The moral goals of Soviet education are
brought into their peer groupings and the Young
Pioneer receives his red kerchief to wear around his
neck and the Pioneer badge with the slogan "Ever
Ready."
It was interesting to hear that the facilities and
programs are open to all Soviet youth without any
membership fees. In fact, membership in the Young
Pioneers is not necessary for participation. One
need not be a "joiner" to take advantage of the
opportunities of this out-of-school education. The
"why" identify oneself as a Pioneer is left to the
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youth's own choice.
After the director's talk and a question and answer session4 we began our tour of the Palace. The
facilities include over one hundred rooms for activities. Our first stop was a visit with the young cosmonauts. Here a rocket ship and space information
are available for the inquiring mind. Space medicine is a current area of study. A planetarium and
observatory have been built by the youth with the
help of scientists and assist the youth in the learning of the heavens. In the many interest areas we
were told of the adult specialists who provide the
necessary technical knowledge for the youth.
As one would expect, the sporting program is one
phase of the Pioneer program. The snow outside
limited our visiting of the grounds which include a
stadium for over 7,000 persons. There is also a small
lake for sailing the models made in the shops. There
is a gymnasium, swimming pool, rooms for chess
and checkers, and studios for ballet, dance and
acrobatics.
It was the diversity of opportunities in so many
areas and the equipment available that continued
to be more and more amazing. There are more than
150 various wood and metal manufacturing tools
on the ground floor of the Palace. There are studios
for painting, sculpture, model building, and photographic work. Cinematography was in full swing:
young film producers, operators, and actors were
learning the complexities of film making. Again in
addition to the Palace staff the trade union of
artists and writers assists as needed. There are two
theaters with up to date acoustics, lighting facilities and dressing rooms. As we stood in one of the
theaters two young men were moving and adjusting
banks of stage lights.
We moved down another spacious and light hallway to the Hall of Friendship where pictures from
all over the world and letters from foreign lands
were exhibited. When we entered the "ham radio"
area the young boys proudly showed us the cards
received as verification of their contact points the
world around. They were busy with the development of their skills in Morse Code.
When we started to another section, I asked our
staff guide concerning the budget for this extensive
program in relationship to their equivalent formal
school budget. The translator asked and gave her
return reply, "Oh, far more is spent in the Pioneer
program work than the corresponding formal education years." We passed classrooms for study clubs
in language, history, mathematics and science.
Over 10,000 youth visit the Moscow Palace daily.
Some 400 staff members plus volunteer leaders and
resource personnel respond to the youth as they
freely choose the activities in which they will participate. The motivation is left to the youth in this
setting where a school grade for work done is not
in the picture. Here under professional teachers a
youth may find out if he has talent in painting,
music, dance, science, math, or sports. The director
indicated as youth with talent are discovered they

are encouraged to continue active participation in
that medium. Others are encouraged to move toward a more theoretical appreciation of the art or
to try another area of interest.
As the young people reach the fourteen and fifteen year age level a conscientious effort is made
to assist them in a selection of a future vocation.
If science as a career is an interest the young person may assist in an "assignment" made to the laboratory by one of the higher institutes. The potential scientists are guided in their explorations. These
young researchers contribute about twenty articles
a year to Soviet science journals.
Members of our group kept asking probing questions of the staff in terms of "children having to be
here since their mothers were working." Every response was directed toward the Young Pioneer program motivating participation and that no young
person was coerced to take part. "We .want to provide them with what they like to do." I was interested in how many of our group kept responding to
the afternoon's presentation from their need to find
negative reasons why such a positive program was
available. It appeared abundantly clear that the
efforts being exerted by the leadership were to assist
the youth in their relationship to the Soviet society.
Yet there was a recognition that youth are the future and their development requires attention. The
individual youth's interests and possible development of talent without doubt was integral to the
design.
The playrooms were for the Young Octobrists.
The work areas in housekeeping were being attended busily by the girls. The boys were working
on construction projects with cranes and other
building equipment that one could see was challenging their young minds with the functions of
machine mechanics.
As I rode the bus back to the Metropol Hotel I
could understand why the State had awarded its

highest honor, The Award of Lenin, to the Young
Pioneers on the occasion of their 40th anniversary.
I thought of Erik Erikson's stress on competence
as the specific strength which may emerge in the
school age child. The Pioneer program we observed
was using the child's eagerness to realize roles which
could give promise of eventual recognition within
the structure of his society.
The recent publication of Erikson, Identity:
Youth and Crisis,5 again has brought to our attention how positive goals may be built into each
stage of personal development. Professor of Human
Development and Lecturer on Psychiatry at Harvard University, Erikson's clinical studies have
caused him to theorize what he calls vital strengths
or virtues which are man's potential in his interplay
of individual growth and social structure. As the
school child may have developed strength through
the achievement of some competence he moves into
youth to seek a personal identity to couple with his
technological pride in his ever widening environment. Erikson has selected fidelity as the vital
strength he observes as the emergent potential of
youth. He claims that youth searches for that to
which and to whom he may be loyal. In his writing
he points out that the word "loyal" and "legal"
have the same root linguistically and psychologically. A legal commitment is shaky unless it has
been assumed by choice and actually experienced
as loyalty. The contemporary concerns of our own
society with "law and order" cannot overlook wisely
this psychological reality. In reflection on the contemporary issues of youth Erikson suggests the
dominant issue relates to the young person having
an active, selective ego which is enabled by his
social structure to give him direction; a social structure which needs youth and gives it its place of
need.
In Moscow the Young Pioneers, ten to fifteen
years old, were being encouraged in the development of their competences with freedom for their
interests and talents. However, in Prague the young
men and women of Charles University and their
faculties were asking for more diversification in the
structure of their society. The youth of Czechoslovakia want the matter of their loyalty to come from
a freedom of choice in a manner of intelligent selection in all areas of their experience. Then in East
Berlin we met the historical reality of our nearly
complete isolation from any dialogue. One safe party member spoke on behalf of the GDR's desire for
a democratic society while his country's leadership
had vetoed any openness to inquiry.
Comparative methodology, in the study of whatever discipline from education to religion, is car
ned forth with the conviction that knowledge of
other systems helps in understanding one's own
and makes a contribution to the whole field. I began
by mentioning our modern dilemma of planning
and freedom. Throughout the tour of the Moscow
Young Pioneer Palace I could not help but reflect
upon the problems of our volunteer agencies ap11

proach to the leisure time of youth in the United
States. Limited budgets, leadership recruitment
professional and volunteer, and inadequate facilities
plague program development. Our character building agencies do not appear to match in scope nor
depth the opportunities for educational experience
offered through the Pioneers. Since returning I
have done some research to verify the Moscow Palace is not unique in its offerings. Although it is the
queen jewel extensive centers and programs are
available throughout the Union. The Soviet Society
is investing in character training in an amazingly
diversified appeal to youth's development of competent skills.
Our public schools curriculum has been expanded
to include responsibility for some of these educational opportunities. Yet my educational friends in
the areas of the arts and humanities are speaking
with deep concern over the continual curtailment
of budgets for their areas of curriculum. As I observed the role of learner's choice in selection in
an environment conducive to development of personal creativity a question has emerged in my thinking. Would it be good to ask ourselves if the division
the Soviet's have made (between the formal education and the voluntary participation in a less formal learning situation for the arts and skills) has
an educational advantage in its separation from
the more formal schooling? Does this aged young
person function more optimumly in this approach
to structuring learning experience in these areas?
Could or would our society more adequately fund
this approach?
The relationship of the youth to an area (or
areas) of human experience so that he may find
and identify his humanness in creative expression
is an issue needing high priority in contemporary
society. Our heritage in the USA has bequeathed
us a "land of the free." We cherish freedom but
why? It is a freedom to live but it is also inherently
a freedom to choose and in choosing there is also
renouncing. Our birth right is life for commitment
not by indoctrination but by freedom to choose
that to which we are willing to pledge our lives.
How can education in a free society do less than
provide exposure in a meaningful way to the whole
range of human experience, particularly those areas
the society attests to be valuable? How can the
open society be true to its own commitment if it
fails to provide opportunities for its youth to engage
in verbal and tactile encounter with all phases of
its past and contemporary experience?
It is in the dialogue of convictions between open
persons in an open society that education is enabled
to fulfill its humanizing role. Adults are supposedly
persons with wider experience but in our times of
accelerated exposures many of our youth know
more life than those whose years would award them
the label of "adulthood." If education is to be more
than the discovery and repetition of data not relevant to human life then education must reinstate
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its liberal arts, humanizing role. Faculty and administrators and the wider supporting community
must risk involvement in a dialogue of convictions.
As adults we need to offer youth that which we
have felt worthy of our commitment not ex cathedra but as a simple testimony of our human experience. We need to challenge their commitments to
their own and our searching analysis and to be
open to our own questions. No longer will imposed
values be accepted by the thinking student. The
thoughtful student is concerned about our experiences, yet he will ask how our experience is relevant to his. The best we can do is share our human
experience, done only when we give of ourselves,
and let them test its relevance.
In our country we readily can ask what of the
Pioneer youth who progresses into a society which
is encumbered with restrictions as to the use of
his talents. Can we as readily ask ourselves what
about our own youth who experience a soft society
that has not engaged them in the learning of human
skills which may be employed in the choice of
valuing that for which they care to live and, if necessary, to die?
Publications of Whittier College often quote the
statement that it is "devoted to higher education
with a constant overtone of Quaker responsibility
in the social order," or "the purpose of Whittier
College is to educate for Christian democracy." This
is offered as our philosophy of education from
which six more specific objectives emerge. This heritage could allow bold looking at how our independent college could provide a wide variety of experiences from which its students could choose and
work out their own education. Commitment cannot
be manufactured for youth. Higher educators must
see part of their responsibility is entrance into dialogue about the value assumptions of modern society. The college faculty must be of the calibre to
challenge them with searching analysis and to witness with their lives to the value of open inquiry.
The open society cannot risk closure. Its dynamics
require circumstances where man is enabled to have
the power to choose between alternate courses of
action. This will take investment in planning that
will provide educational patterns where American
youth may find by unbound heart and mind the
commitments worthy of life. To care for mankind
is Christian culture. What greater challenge could
be set before the leadership of an independent college in a free society?
footnotes:
1.From recording writer taped of the seminar.
2.Present official rate of exchange is $1.11 to one ruble in
the USSR.
3.Bolshaia Sovetskaia Entsiklopediia, 1955, quoted in The
Changing Soviet School, edited by Bereday, Brickman,
and Read. Dr. Gerald H. Read was director of our
study.
4.The director's comments concerning USA youth agencies made me wish she could be a cultural exchange
guest to experience our programs as we were seeing
hers.
5.W. W. Norton and Co., Inc., New York, 1968.

By JOHN STREY
Poet Sports Information Director

Sprinter Rod Ferguson kept the Whittier College "Athlete of the Year" trophy in the track family by winning the coveted award at the annual
spring sports banquet. Distance star Lew Jones
was so honored in 1967.
The big names in other sports featured sophomore Dave Armour in baseball; junior John Jordan in tennis and sophomore John Bell in golf.
Ferguson waged three historic 100 yard dash
duels with Redlands' touted freshman—Jerry Proctor, winning one and losing twice. The former El
Rancho prep star ran a wind-aided 9.4 on the Poet
oval to win by several strides, but the clocking
won't be recognized as a record without a wind
gauge.
In the SCIAC meet at Occidental, both Ferguson and Proctor were caught in identical time of
9.7, but Proctor got the nod from the judges by
leaning into the tape first before tumbling to the
track. Both tied a conference record.
Two weeks later, the Poet sprinter ran 9.8 to
finish third in the NAIA district 3 meet at Fresno.
Proctor won the race in 9.7, same time given to
Pacific's Farmer.
Ferguson also qualified fourth in the 220 with
22.4, and half-miler Bill Sucksdorf made the grade
with his best 880 race of 1:52.9 for third place. The
440 relay team was third in 42.5 and the mile relay
fourth in 3:21.1. All Poet qualifiers passed up the
nationals at Albuquerque, because of the bulky field
of crack challengers.
Whittier's baseball team made few headlines this
spring with an 8-7 fourth place finish in the conference race, but Dave Armour's snub on the allNAJA district 3 team developed into the biggest
sports mystery of the year.
Armour punished SCIAC pitchers, seven of whom
ended with earned run averages of less than two
per game. The Poet sophomore won the batting
championship at .525, had the most hits, 31; was
third in runs batted in, 14; tied for the most
doubles, six; and cracked out the most triples, four.
Armour was a first team all-conference choice in
the outfield along with shortstop John St. George,
also a sophomore, who batted .311 and stole nine
bases. Poets on second team were senior catcher
Jim Guthrie; junior outfielder Joe Roman who hit
.354; and senior first baseman Steve Dunnam.
The Poet golf team was green at the beginning
with three freshmen, two juniors and'a sophomore
doing the swinging, but they finished strong and
managed a surprising third place in the conference
meet behind Claremont-Mudd and Redlands.

Coach Bob Clift credited the golfers with the
strongest showing ever made by a Whittier team.
Sophomore John Bell, in fact, won the fourth place
medal in SCIAC individual play.
The tennis team started over from scratch after
losing all of the previous netters in one way or
another. The Poets beat Caltech twice for their
only conference triumphs and romped over Cal
State Fullerton in a non-league encounter for an
overall record of 3-12.

/
BILL CARR

RAINER K. STENIUS

The Whittier College coaching staff will be augmented next fall with the addition of Rainer K.
Stenius as track and cross country coach and Bill
Carr as line coach under football mentor John Godfrey.
Stenius, a native of Helsinki, Finland, succeeds
Paul Graham, who tutored the Poet track squad
the last two seasons and who will coach at Workman High School in La Puente.
Carr, a two-letter winner on the Whittier football
teams of 1961-62, returns to his alma mater to succeed Leon Kelsoe, who has taken a similar position
at Long Beach City College under former Poet Paul
Chafe.
Stenius became the fourth best long jumper in
the world two years ago when he sailed 26-91/
2 for
Cal State Los Angeles. He was unbeaten in dual
competition for the Diablos and with the exception
of one jump, all his efforts were in the 26 or high
25-foot range. He holds the CCAA and Cal State
records.
A leg injury which necessitated surgery, ruled
him off the track for his senior year and he spent
this school term getting his masters degree. Stenius also will teach physical education full time.
After playing high school football at Glendale
High and one year at Glendale City College, Carr
came to Whittier College in 1960 and promptly suffered a broken ankle.
He returned to the gridiron the next two years
to win two letters as a guard and defensive tackle
for two of Godfrey's conference championship
teams.
Carr graduated in 1963 and spent the last four
years as varsity line coach and teaching social
studies and physical education at Sierra High
School. He also holds a master's degree.
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STEVENSON

Edited by Howard Seelye '48

DR. ROBERT D. CROSSAN

Bob Crossan, who served as student
body president in 1940, has spent a lifetime devoted to education.
Starting as a teacher at Brawley High
School, he was chairman of the English
department at Long Beach Jordan High
School, was a faculty member at Long
Beach City College, vice principal of
Rogers Junior High School in Long
Beach, principal of the Gallatin school
in Downey and is currently professor of
educational psychology at California
State College at Long Beach.
Along the way Dr. Crossan has received top recognition for his contributions to education.
Included are Who's Who in American
Education, Who's Who in the West,
member of the Accreditation Committee
of Western Association of Schools and
Colleges.
He is a member of Phi Delta Kappa
and past president of the Downey Public School Administrators Association, as
well as a past president of Phi Delta
Kappa and delegate to its International
Biennial Conference.
His doctorate came from USC and Dr.
Crossan is the author of many articles
for professional educational journals.
Married to the former Grace Marcella
McKeal, Dr. Crossan's family includes
two children, Rob, 12, and Ronda Jean,
5. In addition to living in Long Beach
they have lived in Los Alamitos, their
present home, at 3306 Huntley Dr.
14

WILLIAM G. STEVENSON
After 30 years of intense dedication to
a little company he joined in 1938 as a
sales trainee, Bill Stevenson is ready to
ease up a little.
As he looks back on his career, Stevenson says "Dorothy and I are beginning
to reach out for new activities. Our plans
for the next 10 years promise even greater satisfaction and enjoyment."
If he sounds a little hopeful about the
future, Stevenson can be excused, for the
"little company" he joined was International Business Machines and its growth
during that period has been a phenomenal 40 times.
Following the trainee period, he went
up the ladder in sales. He was a salesman, branch manager, district manager
in Seattle, district manager of the Midwest, district manager of the Central
Pacific, Western Region manager of
marketing services, manager of control
.systems marketing, manager of federal
marketing, for the West, and is presently
manager of the state and local government marketing in California.
Bill Stevenson, who served Whittier
College as student body president in
1936, is married to the former Dorothy
Little (Class of 1935) and because of his
work the family has lived in Whittier,
Riverside, La Canada, San Francisco,
Seattle, Kansas City and now Atherton
in the Bay area.
Following graduation Bill attended
Stanford School of Business and since
then his activities have been confined to
those oriented to business.
Of course, he has been a director of the
Atherton Civic Interest League and has
found enjoyment in flying his airplane,
sailing his cruising sailboat, scuba diving, rock collecting and displaying sea
shell specimens.
In the Stevenson family there are three
grown children - Mrs. Sue Ellen Woodill, 26; Mrs. Carol Anne Brown, 28; and
Andrew, 18. The family home is at 23
Heather Dr., Atherton.

SCOTT

school and later returned to the classroom when her husband became ill.
Her activities have included church
work, Pomona Ebell Club, Delta Kappa
Gamma, AAUW and Associated Pomona Teachers.
She has been a deaconess in the Pilgrim Congregational Church, is an honorary life member of PTA, General Curator in Ebell, vice president of AAUW,
vice president of Pomona Teachers and
a deaconess in Mayflower Congregational
Church.
Grandchildren, bridge and playing an
organ - a new interest - occupy her
time nowadays.
Over the years, Florence has traveled
all over the U.S., Canada, Europe, the
Orient, New Zealand, Australia, Fiji and
Hawaii.
Her address at Laguna Hills is 198 G
Avenida Majorca.
JOHN A. SCOTT
He was known as "Jack" in 1942 when
Scott was president of Associated Men's
Students, but you better call him "Mister" today.
Because Jack Scott is a captain in the
U.S. Navy Supply Corps, stationed at
Washington D.C.
Since graduation, Scott has been a
career naval officer, in the field of Navy
business management - procurement,
financial management, material systems
and management planning, inventory control, management information systems
and personnel management.
Scott's present assignment as director
of the Supply Corps Officer Personnel involves the personnel management of the
6,000 officers of the Navy Supply Corps
and includes recruitment and selection,
career development and officer assignment.
He is a part-time lecturer in business
management at George Washington University and Penn State Extension.
Following graduation he received a
master of business administration degree
at Stanford and took work at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces.

FLORENCE SPICER VAN CLEAVE

Not all student body presidents were
men, as Florence A. Spicer can attest.
Now a resident of Leisure World Laguna Hills, Calif., Florence retired in
1962. She was student body president in
1919.
Married to I. H. Van Cleave, she lived
most of her life in Pomona. She and her
husband have two children, Florence
Vander Linden and Virginia Woodruff.
A son, J. H. Van Cleave III, passed away
last year at the age of 39.
Until she was married Florence taught

Jack is married to the former Velma
Ramsey, class of 1942, and the Scotts
have lived nearly everywhere, as one
would expect of a Navy officer - including Rhode Island, Whittier, Trinidad,
Palo Alto, San Diego, New Cumberland,
Pa., and three places in Virginia during
Washington duty tours.
The present home address is 8004 Birnam Wood Dr., McLean, Virginia.
There are two daughters, Lyn, 22, who
just graduated from Whittier and Deborah, 16, a high school junior.

FOSTER

Outside of his Navy activities, Jack
has been a member of the Presbyterian
church, a Rotarian, Mason and member
of the Supply Corps Assn.
He was a Presbyterian elder, teen
group adviser and president of San Diego
Supply Corps Assn.
JOHN (TEX) BAKER

Another Associated Men's Student
president was John (Tex) Baker, who
served in 1957 at Whittier.
Education has been the route Tex has
taken since graduation. He started as a
teacher in the East Whittier City School
District for six years and then was an
administrative intern and principal in
the Rowland School district.
He became principal of the Longden
School in the Temple City Unified School
District last year.
Married to the former Lee Ann Hawley, he is the father of Erin Lynn, 7, and
Brent William, 4. The family home is at
15932 Santa Fe, Whittier.
Tex has been chairman and consultant
to elementary school conferences on
school organization, has been district representative to elementary school administrators' association and coordinator of
two federal projects this year.
He is a member of the Fullerton
Church of Christ, which he also serves as
a deacon, and is an active member of Phi
Delta Kappa and the Y's Men's Club.
ESTHER FOSTER

Now Mrs. John Frost, Esther was
Associated Women's Students president
in 1928 and has led a life which revolved
around athletics and education ever since.
Following graduation she attended
USC for a secondary teaching credential
and became music director and dean of
girls at Downey Union High School.
In 1930 Esther was at John Swett
Union High School at Crockett, near San
Francisco and two years later married
John Root Frost, senior industrial engineer with California & Hawaii Sugar Co.
As a night high school teacher she
coached her husband's company women's
basketball team and later was playercoach with the Outlawettes, who won considerable fame on barnstorming tours
from San Francisco area to Sacramento.
Later she taught piano, was president
of a woman's club, leader of music appreciation groups and organized and managed many Cub Scout baseball teams.
Esther returned to teaching at Vallejo
for two years and at present, under the
Foster Parents' Plan, is helping to educate and support a 12-year-old South
Vietnamese boy, Tran Cong Luan.
A daughter, Lisa, 23, is attending Stanford and a son, John, 21, just graduated

TREGOE

WRIGHT

from University of California at Davis.
While there, John has been twice selected All Far Western Conference in
basketball, led his team to two conference championships and was twice named
to the All Tournament Team in the
NCAA playoffs in San Diego.
Her husband is dean of the engineering
school of the new John F. Kennedy University and the family home is at 131
Baldwin Ave., Crockett, Calif.
DR. BENJAMIN B. TREGOE

Following graduation from Whittier
College in 1950 when he was Associated
Men's Students president, Ben Tregoe
has pursued a career in business management and now owns his own consulting
firm.
Tregoe attended Harvard University
from 1951 to 1955 where he received his
PhD. in sociology and social psychology.
From 1955 he was with RAND Corp. in
Santa Monica and was a visiting lecturer
at UCLA and USC.
Since 1958 he has been engaged as cofounder and president of Kepner-Tregoe
& Associates Inc., of Princeton, New Jersey, a management consulting firm specializing in management problem analysis and decision making.
Main offices are in Princeton, after being moved from Pacific Palisades six
years ago. There are offices in Ann Arbor, Whittier, Mexico City, London and
Weisbaden, Germany.
Two Whittier College alumni are key
members of the firm and live in the
Whittier area. They are Tom Smith '51
and Herman Anderson '51.
Tregoe is co-author with Charles H.
Kepner of The Rational Manager, published by McGraw-Hill in 1965.
He is married to the former Jeannette
Gill of Wisconsin Rapids, Wisc., and they
have three children, Cynthia, 7, Elizabeth, 5, and Ben Jr., 3 months.
The family home is at 34 Heather
Lane, Princeton, New Jersey.
ROBERT G. WRIGHT
The president of the student body at
Whittier College in 1947 was Bob Wright,
who has been a school principal in East
Whittier City School District for the past
15 years.
Upon graduation he was a teacher for
five years in Valle Lindo School District
of El Monte and then moved to the East
Whittier District, first as vice principal
at Laurel School in 1952.
Shortly thereafter he was named principal of the Mulberry School, where he
stayed for 11 years and then moved on
to the Samuels School for two years.
In 1966 he moved from the kindergarten-sixth grade schools to an intermediate

BROWNELL

school -.- the Granada School - to be
principal, a position he holds today.
He received his masters degree in education at USC in 1952 and received the
Good Human Relations Award in 1957.
In community activities, Bob has been
active in the East Whittier Y's Men's
Club, of which he is a charter member.
He is married to the former Helene
Lawson and they have three boys, Dick
16, David 14, and Tim 10. Their home is
at 9142 Gordon Ave., La Habra.
JOHN A BROWNELL
Higher education has attracted Jack
Brownell, who has made an 18-year
round trip from Hawaii to Hawaii, which
certainly must be one of the most envied
careers among Whittier grads.
Jack, who was president of the student
body at Whittier in 1948, started his
teaching career at Punahou School in
Honolulu, after which he returned to the
mainland to continue his work for a doctorate at Stanford.
Following that he taught at Whittier
High School and then became assistant
professor of secondary education at Long
Beach State College. Next came eight
years as professor of education, Claremont Graduate School, during which he
was director of the secondary internship
program.
In the middle of his activities at Claremont Dr. Brownell took a year out to be
visiting professor of education at International Christian University of Tokyo,
Japan.
This came about as the result of being
awarded the Kappa Delta Pi Harold
Benjamin Felowship. The 14 months in
Japan on the research project resulted in
a book and three subsequent visits to Japan for the Brownells.
Honors have flowed to Jack, including
the 1967-68 Phi Delta Kappa Research
Award on International Education. He
has been chairman of the Committee for
Cooperation on English in Japan—sponsored by the Ford Foundation and J. D.
Rockefeller Fund.
His books are "Japan's Second Language" and the "Curriculum and the Disciplines of Knowledge," which he wrote
with A. R. King.
As far as non-professional activities are
concerned, Jack has been busy there,
too. He has been a member of Y's Men's
Club, Kiwanis, Claremont Congregational
Church (of which he was moderator) and
Bayshore Community Church in Long
Beach (of which he was chairman of the
board of Christian education).
He and his wife, the former Rena Topping - a Whittier grad of 1946 - have
three children. They are Ann 16, Bill 14,
and Bobby 5.
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Whittier on Nation-Wide Television
I.C.S.C. Education Exchange's program "On
Campus" will televise four programs this year
filmed on the Whittier College campus.
First filmed was "The Liberal Hawk" which takes
the "On Campus" remote unit to Whittier College
to meet former U.S. Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois. Students question the senator about Vietnam,
civil rights, and hippies. They find there is nothing
like a former senator if you are interested in
straight answers and getting a frank appraisal of
what's happening in today's world. Air dates were
June 4 in Los Angeles and July 9 in Chicago and
the program will be seen Sept. 3 in Cleveland and
Oct. 1 in New York City, at 6:30 a.m. in both cities.
"On Deck: Jimmy Piersall" has the American
League's 1965 comeback player of the year answering questions from Whittier College students. Jimmy, author of Fear Strikes Out and one of the most
colorful players in baseball, discusses campus problems such as mental health, drinking, and drugs;
and recalls his own experiences in these areas. The
show has been aired in Los Angeles and Chicago
and will be seen Aug. 7 in Washington D.C., Sept.
4 in Cleveland and Oct. 2 in New York City.
"Canon Bryan Green," an annual visitor to Whittier College from his native Birmingham, doesn't
want to go to heaven, so he told Whittier students
during this program - "at least not now; I want to
live, you see - you do see, don't you?" Students
questioning the charming Canon Green see that and
a lot more, including choice observations on Billy

Graham, the Beatles, Indian mysticism, and the
lack of enthusiasm in young people today. After
Los Angeles and Chicago showings other dates are:
Washington, D.C., August 12; Cleveland, September 9; New York City, October 7.
Finally, "Student Power and the Black Revolution" has former Whittier College Rhodes Scholar
Stan Sanders expressing his views on racial unrest
and the role of the student in bringing about equality and stability. Sanders, now a law student at
Yale, spends his summers in Watts working on various community projects. His views of present and
future problems are thoughtful, illuminating, and
somewhat ominous. Air dates were June 26 in Los
Angeles and Chicago, July 31; Washington, D.C.,
August 28; Cleveland, September 25; New York
City, October 23.

Women's Auxiliary Installs New Officers
Whittier College Women's Auxiliary officers for
1968-1969 were installed at the Annual Scholarship
Luncheon and Fashion Show, May 21st, attended
by 500 ladies.
They are: Mrs. Kenneth Ball '33, president, center; Mrs. Carter Biggers '36, first vice president,
left; Mrs. Seth Pickering '32, second vice president,
right; and standing, Mrs. Willis Andre, third vice
president; Mrs. Eugene Riddle, corresponding secretary, and Mrs. Althea Hughes, recording secretary. Not in the photo is Mrs. Elmer Ensz, treasurer.

Special Awards Made at Awards Convo
At the Awards Convocation, at the end of the
school year, many outstanding students were
named for service and achievement.
The Walter F. Dexter Award, given to the senior
who has made the most outstanding contribution to
the life of the college over a four year period, went
to Margaret Bloom of Mountain View, California.
Rod Ferguson, senior from Pico Rivera and champion sprinter on the Poet track squad, was named
Athlete of the Year. The William James award in
psychology went to Allan Feinstein, senior from
Whittier. Doug Clark, junior from Long Beach,
was named Congressional Intern, and will serve
this summer with Rep. Chet Holifield (D-Calif.).
In addition, Michael Majowicz, junior from Escondido, received the Richard M. Nixon scholarship, presented in cooperation with the Whittier
Area Republican Women's Club. Philip Cooper,
senior from El Paso, received both the Hamilton
Watch award and the American Institute of Chemists award, given a science student who is outstanding in other fields. Bruce Woodling, senior from
Fullerton, received a special science and biology
award; Julie Ellis, senior from Hacienda Heights,
AWS Service Above Self award; Richard Lombardi,
senior from Pico Rivera, AAUW award; James
Mooschekian, senior from Whittier, the J. C. Penney business administration award; Donald Henderson, senior from Whittier, the General Telephone economics award.
Also, Janet Barter, junior from Altadena, and
Margaret Welborn, senior from Whittier, home
economics awards; Vincent Fraumeni, junior from
Paramount, the Russell A. Hayden political science
memorial scholarship and award; Judy Hathaway,
senior from Fullerton and Janet Woodfield, graduate student from Alhambra, the Miller Barbour

Rod Ferguson—Athlete of the Year
Maggi Bloom-4 year service

sociology awards.
Special forensics awards went to: Dale Lewis,
Steve Y'Barra, Steve Hultquist, Sinara Stull,
Eugene Tangi, Marilyn Jacobs, James Baker, Russell Taylor, Paul Lieberman, Bob Dye, Bruce Gevirtzman, and Jack Swickard.
Named to senior women's honorary Cap and
Gown were: Jan Erickson, Beth Harvey, Jean Ferguson, Virginia Lopez, Anita Wyne, Carroll Hodge.
Named to ODK, senior men's honorary, were: Ron
Axtell, Doug Clark, Tom Davis, Bob Downey, Rich
Lombardi, Dave Mescher, Eugene Moscovitch,
Gerald Ockerman, Marty Steinbock, Dr. Richard
Harvey.

Home Economics State Officers Elected
Named recently as president of the Southern Section, Home Economics Association of California,
college chapters, is Sherry Firestone, a junior from
Upland. She will head up the group which has 30
college chapters and will hold its annual conference on the Whittier College campus November
9, 1968.
Whittier College, with an active Home Economics
department, also has this year the conference chairman, bulletin news editor and advisor for the Home
Economics Association.
Heading the annual conference is Janet Barter,
a junior from Altadena, who chairs the committee
hosting 350 college home economics students next
fall.
Elaine Chisholm, a sophomore from Carpinteria,
is news editor of the Association's bulletin, and
Frances Hoffman, assistant professor of home economics at the college, was recently elected advisor
for the Southern Section group.

Donald Henderson—Economics Award
James Mooschekian—Business Award
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FACULTY NOTES

Randolph Leaves Phieemeiit Director Duties
On June 1, 1968, Mrs. Jane Randolph retired as
Placement Director, ending a period of long years
of active service to Whittier College.
As a student of the Class of '43, the then Jane
Taber was the editor of the Quaker Campus, president of the Palmer Society, member of Cap and
Gown, and was named to Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities.
Upon graduation, in the Spring of 1943, she
moved into the office of the Dean of the College,
Dr. Harold Spencer, as secretary. In addition to
these duties, she assisted in the running of the
Alumni and Placement Offices. In 1945 she started
the Whittier College Alumni Magazine—The Rock.
At the same time, she served as secretary to Acting
President of the College Spencer.
In 1943 she married Carl L. Randolph, Jr. '43,
1968 winner of the Alumni Achievement Award (see
index for article), and left Whittier College to devote her time to raising a family.
Mrs. Randolph returned to the campus in 1958
as Assistant Director of Alumni Relations and was
named Director of Placement in 1959.
In the years since graduation, besides raising a
family and serving on the college staff in numerous
capacities, she also had time to spark the Cap and
Gown Alumnae Festival of Arts which has brought
some notable paintings of contemporary artists to
campus; be president of Whittier Junior Woman's
Club and Women's Auxiliary of Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital; and take an active role in
P.E.O., the Soroptimist Club, the East San Gabriel
Valley Girl Scout Council, the American Alumni
Council and the Western College Placement Association.
Jane Randolph has played an integral part in the
enlargement and modernization of the Placement
and Alumni Offices of Whittier College, and her active presence here will be missed by all.
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Dr. C. Milo Connick, chairman of the department
of philosophy and religion, is at work writing The
Christian Community, An Introduction to the New
Testament, for Dickenson Publishing Co. Another
book, Perspectives in Religion (co-authored by
Dr. Nelle G. Slater, associate professor of religion)
is scheduled for publication next year also.
Dr. Ruth Miller, assistant professor of political
science, spent two weeks in South America recently
attending a seminar on the courts of Equador held
in the capital of Quito. City conditions were also
observed in Santiago, Buenos Aires and Rio. She
also attended Law Day at Yale University Law
School where her special interest was panels on
urban problems.
Dr. Kenneth Cram, research associate in neuropsychology, presented a paper, "Analogy of Being,"
at the American Association for the Advancement
of Science regional meeting at Utah State University in June.
Dr. Isis Molina Galindo, assistant professor of
Spanish at Whittier College, has been notified that
her doctoral thesis, La Modalidad Impresionista
en la Obra de Jose Marti, which she completed at
UCLA, has been studied and approved for publication by the Institute of Literature and Linguistics,
Havana, Cuba. This book and another by Dr. Galindo, El Presidio Politido en Cuba will be placed in
the Institute library.
J. Gustav White, professor of psychology emeritus, received the "National Meritorious Service
Award" of the National Vocational Guidance Association at their convention in Detroit, April 10. The
organization is a division of the American Personnel and Guidance Association, in which White was
honored with a life membership.
Margaret Landtroop, instructor in physical education at Whittier College, has assisted Dr. Maryhelen Vannier in the revision of the section on
badminton in the second edition of Individual and
Team Sports for Girls and Women, published by
Saunders Publishing Co. Mrs. Landtroop recently
attended the annual conference of the California
Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation in San Jose, and also wrote an article
appearing in the current Division of Girls and
Women's Sports Guide on badminton, "Placement,
Strategy and the Use of the Serve."
Dr. F. Beach Leighton, professor of geology and
chairman of the department at Whittier College,
has been named consulting geologist to study geologic aspects of hillside development for the city of
Glendora beginning this summer. He will work
with City of Glendora officials, planning consultants
and citizen groups in preparation of a general plan
for the city.
Dr. Leighton recently received a national award
for his research in the geology of hillside development.

OLD
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AC Q UA INTAN C E S

Max Goldman has moved back
to California, and is living in
Malibu after making Champagne in New York for the
past seven years.

Ruth (Pyle) Gibson retired from teaching in the Hudson School District last
June. She and her husband, Joseph, enjoyed a tour of Europe last summer.
They live in La Puente, California.
Mrs. Kenneth Ball (Dolores R. Lau.
trup) has been elected president of the
Whittier College Women's Auxiliary for
1968-69.

Mary (Coffin) Kimber is still
director of extension of the
Archaeological Museum and
Research Center, Pacific
School of Religion, in Berkely, California.

'18

Lillian (Allen) Laws has retired from
the business administration staff of Biola
College in Los Angeles, after 15 years
service. She is living in Alhambra, Calif.
John and Grace (Williams
'20) Winston are now living
in Moorstown, New Jersey,
after forty years in Belgium,
where they have seen the establishment of over forty Evangelical
churches. They have four sons, who are
married and have families.

`21

Alonzo and Elizabeth (Reece
'23) Frazier are now in the
business of growing flowers
(dahlias) for the wholesale
flower market. They are living in Huntington Beach.

`22

Rev. Clarence E. Rayburn,
who served as associate minister at South Gate First
Methodist Church from 195760, has accepted a call to
serve the church on a part-time basis. A
minister of visitation, he will be calling
on members, shut-ins and newcomers in
the community. Rev. Rayburn is retired
and is living in Whittier but will commute back and forth to South Gate three
or four afternoons a week.

`23

Farold (Bond) Norgard has been honored by the Women's club of Cypress by
their naming a scholarship fund the
"Farol Norgard Scholarship Fund." She
has been very active through her years
with teaching, acting as president of
American Association of University Women, being a member of Delta Kappa
Gamma and Pi Lambda Theta.

Lucille (Clark) Burckhalter
has been appointed to the
State Credential Review
Committee for two years. She
is presently residing in Seal
Beach, California.

'28

Esther (Moon) Pridham has
been a widow now for eight
years, but she is kept busy
with her home and her fourteen grandchildren. She lives
in Costa Mesa, California.
Walter S. Cummings has been elected
Santa Barbara County Agricultural Commissioner for the seventh time since he
was appointed acting commissioner in
1942.

`29

Vera Fremlin is a seventh
grade teacher of World Geography at Fillmore Junior
High School, in Fillmore, California. About every third
summer she travels to some foreign country or countries and collects materials,
pictures, and personal knowledge of the
countries, the people, and their customs
to intensify the quality of her teaching.

'30

`31

Eleanor (McCully) Pryor is
teaching French and remedial
reading at a junior high
school in Whittier.

Donald M. Nelson was elected
a vice president of the Fibreboard Corporation on April
19th, 1968. He was general
manager of the Container Division for the past eight months, and has
headed the company's Southern California packaging operations since January,
1966. He is presently living in San Francisco.
Dr. Edward R. Miller, an educational
consultant and administrator, has been
appointed director of the Division of
Continuing Education at the University
of Hartford in West Hartford, Connecticut. Dr. Miller, who will assume his duties at the University on August 15th,
has been director of the Office of Special
Educational Services at Antioch College,
Yellow Springs, Ohio since July 1957. Dr.
Miller is editor of "The Ohio Adult Observer," a quarterly. During 1962-64, he
was president of the Ohio Association for
Adult Education. In 1966-67, he was vicepresident of the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. He and Mrs. Miller (Ruth M. Otterman '29) have a married daughter.
Mary Fae (Moffett) Pickering has been
elected second vice-president of the Whittier College Women's Auxiliary for 196869.

`32

Henry Bonner is acting as principal of
the Elmcroft School in Norwalk, a part
of the La Mirada Unified School District.

'34

Mabel M. Bumgardner is the
coordinator of instructional
materials services for 40 elementary and intermediate
schools. She lives in San Jose,

California.
Elizabeth (Brewer) Hutchison is the
assistant director of the Ventura County
and City Library. She has two married
daughters and two grandchildren living
in Ventura, California.
Dr. and Mrs. David Payne (Margaret
Cleland '40) are living in Long Beach,
where Dr. Payne is administrator of Pacific Hospital.
Ralph D. Rich is now teaching and
coaching tennis at Coeur D'Alene High
School in Newhall since retiring from
Los Angeles City Schools last October.
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford Thy.
berg (Virginia Ashley '41)
participated in a study mission by the American Association of School Administrators to the Scandinavian countries April
21st to May 14th, 1968. They live in
West Covina, California.

`35

Allan Dorland, assistant principal at Elliott Junior High
School in Altadena, California, was elected president of
of the Rotary Club of Altadena, and took office July 1.

'36

Catherine (Nanney) Biggers has been
elected first vice-president of the Whittier College Women's Auxiliary for 196869.
Dean and Lulu (Mings) Shiv.
ly are living in El Monte,
California. Dean is the superintendent of Valle Lindo
school district. He recently
received the Parent-Teacher Association's
highest honor - a National Honorary
Life Membership. Lulu is a teacher at
El Monte elementary school. They have
three sons—Michael, 29 is with the El
Monte Recreation Department; Richard,
24, is employed by the City of El Monte;
Timothy, 22, is serving in the U.S. Army
in Germany; and one daughter, Mary
Lou, 21.

'37

19

John D. Fobes has been appointed by Governor Reagan
to the Structural Pest Control Board. He is a charter
member of the Pest Control
Operators of California, and is still in the
pest control business under the name
Fobes & Gray. He recently received his
25-year perfect attendance pin from Kiwanis (Eagle Rock Club), and he is also
active in the Masonic Lodge, Scottish
Rite, Chamber of Commerce, and Eagle
Rock Unit of UROC.
Ardith (Lowe) Kane is still teaching
in the Blythe School District in California. She is working on a language approach to reading in the fourth and fifth
grades.

`38

Major Doris D. Williams has
received the U.S. Air Force
Commendation Medal at Fuchi Air Station, Japan. Major
Williams was decorated for
meritorious service as an air traffic control stall officer at Westover AFB, Mass.
She was cited for her outstanding professional skill and leadership.
John Marbut has been elected the first
mayor of Carson, California. He is also
principal of Dominguez Elementary
School.

`39

Steve Gardner, account executive with Joe Leighton &
Associates, Advertising Agency in Hollywood, was among
the recipients of a Silver Radio Award, presented by the Southern
California broadcasters at the annual
awards luncheon, held in May at UCLA.
He accepted a Silver Radio for the recorded public service announcements
which he created for the Meals for Millions Foundation, a non-profit organization located in Santa Monica, California.
He was recently elected president of the
Whittier College Alumni Association. He
lives in Los Angeles.

'40

Florence (West) Steiner is a
public relations representative for the City of Los Angeles. She is presently assigned to the Public Affairs
Division of the Police Department. Her
husband has been a sergeant with the
Traffic Bureau for over 22 years.
Bob Stull has been doing a fine job of
coaching the basketball team at Cal Poly
(Pomona). His record shows only five
losing seasons in 21 years.
James F. Collins, Jr. has been appointed director of the Management Services Division at Johnson and Johnson,
New Brunswick, New Jersey.

`41

Morris Padia, assistant principal at Whittier High School,
Whittier, since 1954 has been
named coordinator of compulsory education of Whittier
Union High School District. He will be
overseeing projects to help disadvantaged
youths within the district.

'42

20

Alan and Marjorie (Finley
'48) Magnusson are living in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania,
where Alan is a research
chemist at Armstrong Cork
Company's Research and Development
Center. Marjorie is an elementary school
librarian. They have two children—Nancy, 16, and Bruce, 14.

`43

William M. Lassleben, Jr. has
been named community chairman of United Nations Week
for the Rio Hondo District.
He and Mrs. Lassleben reside
in Whittier.

`44

Norma (Downing) Harris has
been named to the Ventura
County Human Relations
Commission. She has assisted
in Operation Head Start and
participated in the Laubach Literacy
Program in which English is taught to
the foreign born. She lives in Ojai, California.

'45

Shirley (Freeburg) Lilienthal
is a school nurse for a large
school where they have established the Title I program for
100 of the deprived children
of the area. She lives in Eureka, California.

'46

Robert W. Harlan has been
appointed Executive of the
Central Atlantic Area of the
YMCA. Previous to his appointment, Mr. Harlan was
associate executive of the Ohio-West Virginia Area.

`47

Betty (Ternquist) Hang has
resigned from her teaching
position with the El Monte
Union High School District
after fourteen years to stay
home with her baby son, James William
Hang, Jr. She is living in San Gabriel,
California.
Anne (Fiedler) Upton is teaching evenings at Palomar College and finishing
up work on an English handbook with
Mr. Robert Terrill and Dr. P. J. Canavare to be published by the Dickenson
Publishing Co., 1968. She is living in the
town of Lake San Marcos.

`48

Ruth (Peabody) Hodson was
recently presented an Honorary Life Membership by the
Sonora High School PTA in
La Habra, California. Her
PTA contributions to the community include: Sierra Vista PTA treasurer, welfare chairman and reading and library
chairman. She was also auditor and welfare chairman of Imperial Junior High
School PTA. She was a member of the
Dental Health Panel for two years and
she was secretary-treasurer for the Thrift
Shop Board. She is the mother of four
children: David 17, Dan 15, Doug 13,
and Debra 7.
Jean (Dickey) Dillon was honored by
the Eldridge Rice PTA with the presen-

`49

tation of a National Honorary Life Membership Award, for outstanding service to
youth and community. At present, Mrs.
Dillon is the PTA president of Eldridge
Rice School, and scholarship chairman
for the Carousel Women's Guild. Her
other activities include service on the
school bond committee, steering committee for Public Schools Week, and as a
residential chairman for the United Crusade. She lives in San Gabriel, California.
David H. Krueger, assistant professor
of speech at California State College,
Long Beach, has earned the Ph.D. degree
in speech at the University of Southern
California. He wrote his doctoral dissertation on "An Experimental Study of the
Accuracy of Experienced and Inexperienced Speakers in Identifying Audience
Behaviors as Indicative of Feelings of
Agreement, Indecision or Disagreement."
After graduation from Whittier College,
he was instructor in speech and assistant
director of Speech and Hearing Clinic at
Oregon State University, Corvallis. Later, he served as director of Regional
Speech and Hearing Clinic with the State
Department of Education at the University of Oregon at Eugene. He joined California State College at Long Beach in
1956. He is a resident of Newport Beach,
California.
Russell D. Johnson is currently
manager of military transport
systems analysis at Douglas
Aircraft Division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation. He
and his wife, Eleanor, have two children
- Nancy 12, and Jane 10. They live in
Long Beach.
Joanne (Sanquist) McMahon is a teacher at San Mateo Cooperative Nursery
School. She lives in Millbrae, California.
Harold M. Platzek has been with the
Naval Weapons Center since 1954 in the
Propulsion Development Department. He
is presently engineering project manager
on two propulsion systems. He was previously associated with Sidewinder and
ASROC programs. He finds his work
quite enjoyable and challenging. He
would like to hear from old friends. His
address is: 201A Bard St., China Lake,
California.
Larry Avenill is assistant vice-president,
manager, at the Malibu Regional Office
of Union Federal Savings & Loan Association. He is also on the Board of Directors of the Malibu Chamber of Commerce, vice-president of the Malibu Optimist Club, vice president of the Malibu
Recreation Council, advisory board member of the Los Angeles City Municipal
Sports, and treasurer of the Malibu Navy
League. He and his wife reside in Westlake Village, California, with their two
sons - Curtis 10, and Steven 8.
Angela (Gorman) Jarnagan has been
substitute teaching along with the housework of raising four daughters (Kathy 13,
Julie 8, Linda 7, Jeanne 5). Her husband, Buck '48, graduated from Cal State
Fullerton, receiving his Master's in Administration and Personnel. The family
resides in Whittier.

`50

Bob and Betty (Osborne)
Headland are now residing in

Upland, California. Bob was
recently named Lt. GovernorElect of Kiwanis-Division 15.
He became a partner of Lester-Ryons
and Company several years ago and is
manager of the Pomona Office. Betty was
recently honored as a 10 year Life Member of the Pomona Valley Chapter of the
National Assistance League which she
served as president in 1966. They have
three children - Bob 15, Bruce 13, and
Jill 10.
Dr. Russell L. Forney has been appointed chief deputy director of the State
of California Department of Rehabilitation. Prior to his appointment, Dr. Forney was chief psychologist, Rehabilitation Unit, and assistant professor in the
Department of Preventive Medicine and
Community Health, University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry.
His main responsibility was establishing
vocational and psychological programs
for the medical school. He is a member
of the American Psychological Association and is a certified psychologist, State
of California. He and his wife, the former
Norma Beatty, and three children are
settled in Roseville, California.

Donald K. Morales has been
appointed education, research
and training specialist in the
Office of Civil Rights at the
Office of Economic Opportunity in Los Angeles, California.

`52

Warren Androus has been appointed data processing director for General Telephone
Company of California, with
offices in Santa Monica. He
lives in Woodland Hills, California.

`53

Marilyn (McSween) Leckman now owns

a store, Peddlar's Pack, 222 Main Street,
Seal Beach. Their apartment and store
building was designed and built by Marilyn's husband Vernon.
Cecilia (Wiant) May is living in Worthington, Ohio, where her husband, Michael, is a market analyst for Midwestern
Volkewagen Corporation. They have three
children—Andrew 5, Valerie 4, and Lydia
3.
Ben P. Granger is on a leave of absence from the faculty of the Graduate
School of Social Work, San Diego State
College, to take doctoral studies at Brandeis University, Boston, Massachusetts.
He, his wife (Georgia Brown '55), and
their three children will be in Boston for
the next two years.
Janet Banks, chairman of the Girl's
Physical Education Department at El
Rancho High School, Pico Rivera, California, has been honored with a P.T.A.
Life Membership, and a yearbook dedication this spring for work as girl's league
advisor.

Ray McMullen is serving as
administrative assistant to the
superintendent of the Walnut
School District. His responsibilities include: coordinator
of federal projects, director of personnel
services. He is also serving on the Walnut
Valley Kiwanis Board of Directors.
Velma (Pridhani) Winesburg is now a
social worker for the American Cancer
Society. She lives in La Puente, Calif.
Kathleen M. Davis is starting her second year in obstetrics-gynecology at Mercy Hospital in San Diego.

'54

`55

Ernest and Beverly (Butler
'54) Thompson are living in

La Habra, California, where
Ernest is principal of El Portal School. He was recently
presented an honorary life membership
by the El Portal PTA. They have three
children.
John E. Taft of Ojai, California, is conservation chairman for the local chapter
of the Sierra Club.
Mary Alice (Cole) Jessup was
recently appointed as director of Whittier Council of
Weekday Christian Education. She also teaches in the
Montebello and La Puente schools.

'56

`57

Lieutenant Commander Clifford M. Winchell is now serv-

ing a 12 or 13 month tour of
duty with the 1st Medical
Battalion of the 1st Marine
Division in Phu Bai, Viet Nam. He
would like to receive letters from his
former classmates. His address is: LCdr.
C. M. Winchell 724377, "C,, Co. 1st Med.
Bn., 1st Mar. Div. (Reinf) F.M.F., F.P.O.
San Francisco 96602.

`58

Malcolm and Sherrill (Hewitt) Young are living in De-

lano, California, where Malcolm is principal of Delano
High School. He is working
on his doctorate. Sherrill is teaching remedial reading in McFarland. They
have two children—Shelby 5, and Guy 3.
Elizabeth (Buse) Lucas is presently
living in Long Beach. Her husband,
Campbell, was recently appointed by
Governor Reagan to be a member of the
California State Board of Civil and Professional Engineers. He is a lawyer and
partner of State Senator George Deukmejian.
Lucy (Smith) Fields is substitute teaching in San Gabriel School District. Her husband, Max, is a title officer at
Title Insurance & Trust Company. They live in San Gabriel, California, with their two year old daughter,
Wendy.
Betty (Thompson) Chandler is living
in Pacifica, California, where her husband, John, is the pharmacist and manager of Coastside Drugs. They have two
children - Karen Elaine 3, and Duane
Scott 1.

`59

Charles Weller has recently been appointed to the faculty at Maranatha
High School in Rosemead.
Mary (Pregmore) Wise has been appointed to the faculty of Golden West
College to start in the fall semester. Before this appointment she had taught at
El Monte High School and Whittier College. Her home is located in Whittier.

`60

Army Captain Richard C. Pahland received the Silver Star

on April 13th, near Dan
Tieng, Vietnam. He received
the award for heroism in action against enemy forces on November
5th, 1967. Capt. Pahland is assistant operations and training officer assigned to
Headquarters of the divisions' 3rd Brigade. He holds the Army Commendation
Medal. Before entering the Army, he was
employed by Wilcox, Veteto & Thill,
Oceanside, California. His wife, Mary,
lives in Vista, California.
(;wen (Crosby) Wairhaye is teaching
fifth grade at North Whittier School in
Whittier. Her husband, Mahlon, teaches
English at Rio Hondo College.
Leslie (Sloan) Hall is presently living
in San Diego with her two children,
Glenn 5, and Susan 3'/2. Leslie's husband,
Barkley, is a commander in the U.S.
Navy, now stationed aboard the USS
Constellation.
Charles A. Winget has been appointed
supervisor, west coast scheduling, in the
production scheduling division of the
sales department of Bethlehem Steel
Corporation. Prior to this promotion and
transfer to the home office in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, Winget was assistant superintendent, production scheduling division, at the corporation's Los Angeles
plant. Now a resident of Whittier, Mr.
Winget plans to move to the Bethlehem
area shortly.
Charles W. Tucker and family will be
moving to Atlanta, Georgia in August,
where he will he assistant professor of
Sociology at Emory University, School of
Medicine. His main duties will be conducting research in the areas of community psychiatry, alcoholism and social
deviancy.

'61

Maurice and Sandy (Huffman
'62) Rau are living in Santa

Monica, California. Maurice
is assistant vice president and
assistant to regional vice president, West Los Angeles, for First Western Bank and Trust Company. They
have one son, Rion, 1 year old.
Joyce (Spaulding) Graham is
second grade at Wagner School
centia, California. She and her
Gary, have two sons - Mark
Randy 5.

teaching
in Plahusband,
8, and

Gary and Marian (Voss) Goodson are
living in La Habra, California. Gary is
now assistant principal at Longden
School in Temple City, California. He
and Marian have two children—Michael
4, and ,Julie 2.
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Dorothy (Murray) Crane is kept busy
with a 31/
2 year old son, church activities,
volunteer school nursing, teaching sewing class, and dental health teaching in
grade schools. She spent two weeks in
August at the Monument Valley Mission
Dental Clinic in Utah, caring for Navajo
Indians with her dentist husband. Their
permanent home is in Carmichael.
Michael E. Evans has earned
the Doctor of Philosophy degree in biology at the University of Southern California.
Dr. Evans wrote his doctoral
dissertation on "Cellular Renewal in the
Pulmonary Alveoli of the Mouse and
Rat." In 1962-63, he was an analytical
chemist in the Cardiovascular Research
Laboratory of Rancho Los Amigos Hospital in Downey, California. While at
USC, Dr. Evans held research and teaching assistantships and a fellowship from
the Biological Stain Commission. He now
lives in Lynwood.

'62

Lynette (lice) Ishikawa is a librarian
at Castle High School in Honolulu, Hawaii. She and her husband have two
children—Alan 41/
2, and Lisa 3.
Betsy (Reynolds) Mencel teaches mathematics to seventh and eighth graders
at Eastside Union School in Lancaster,
California.
Rev, and Mrs. James Manley (Judy

Skillman) are living in Berkeley, California, where Rev. Manley is pastor of
Niles Congregational Church. Outside the
pulpit, Rev. Manley delivers his messages to a rock beat. Self-taught, he can
play the guitar, banjo, harmonica and
autoharp. He took up song writing a
year ago. He and Judy have two children - a 25-month-old daughter and a
5-month-old son.
Judith A. Ilimes is living and working
in Germany, near Stuttgart. She is traveling throughout Europe in her spare
time.
Charlotte (Innes) Delabar has been
teaching English at Charles Tewinkle Intermediate School, Costa Mesa. Her son,
Geoffrey, is now 41/
2
Dierdre (Darling) Ford received her Masters of Library Science from the University of California at Berkeicy in June 1966. Since September 1966 she has been assistant reference librarian at the University of Illinois. Her husband, Bill, is working on his
M.L.S. at Rosary College and is employed at the University of Chicago.

`63

Becky Baker is teaching third grade at
Montebello Gardens School for Montehello Unified School District in California.
Janet (Ball) Porter and her husband,
Ralph, are teachers in Palos Verdes, California.

Mrs. Terry (Linda Rister) Cowgill received her C.P.A. certificate in June 1967.
She and her family live in Dinuba.

22

Barbara Mezo has done some graduate
work in sociology at USC, and is now
teaching in Reseda with Los Angeles
County Schools.
I'aisan Loaharanu has been
working at the Office of the
Thai Atomic Energy as a
chemist for three years. He is
doing graduate work in food
science and technology under the sponsorship of the International Atomic Energy Agency at Virginia Polytechnic Institute in Blacksburg, Virginia.
First Lieutenant Richard W. Foster has
been serving as a Green Beret with the
U.S. Army Special Forces in Vietnam.
He was due to be released from the Army
on June 30th, 1968.

'64

Blair and Toni (Leslie '66) Baker are

now living in Riverside, California, where
Blair is working on his Ph.D. in analytical chemistry at the University of California, Riverside. Toni teaches in the
Moreno Valley Unified School District.
David Maldonado is presently attending Orange University School of Law, as
a senior. He resides in Whittier.
Martha L. Bisler is teaching third grade
in Menlo Park, California. She is active
on the Stanford University Campus Ministry Board. She is looking forward to a
summer tour of the United States with
the American Field Service foreign students.
Bernard and Vickie (Ekdahl) Bisho

are living in Honolulu, Hawaii, where
Bernard is working as a loan officer in
the Waikiki Branch of American Security Bank. Vickie is teaching second grade
at Punahou School. They have a son.
Chris, 14 months old. They plan to visit
the Whittier area in August.
Dan A. Norby has been promoted to
salary administration analyst by the
Farmers Insurance Group. He is living in
Hollywood, California.
Mike Heck is serving his term of duty
in the Air Force in Thailand where he
will be until next April. His wife Dale
is living in Corona Del Mar with their
daughter Jennifer Lyn, now 11 months
old.
Beth Anne Ellis received her

Masters Degree in June 1967,
from the School of Social
Work at Simmons College in
Boston, Massachusetts. She
is presently a social worker for the Los
Angeles County Department of Adoptions. She lives in Van Nuys.
Douglas Smith is now living in South
San Gabriel, where he is working as a
vocational counselor.
First Lieutenant Stephen L. Belgum,
U.S. Army, received the Bronze Medal
on May 10th, 1968, in Vietnam. He
earned the award for outstanding meritorious service as chief of the Review and
Analysis Branch of Headquarters Company of the 4th Transportation Command in Vietnam. Lieutenant Belgum
entered the Army in April 1966 and arrived overseas in May 1967.

'65

Constance (Dean) Streb has been teaching physical education at South Pasadena Junior High School in California
for three years. Her husband, Jack, is
an agent for New York Life Insurance
Company in Hollywood. They make their
home in Los Angeles.
Don and Joan (Singleton) Power are
now living at Lowry Air Force Base,
Colorado. Don graduated from the Air
Force Officer Training School at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, as a Distinguished Graduate on February 16th.
He was commissioned a second lieutenant.
During the past year, Joan taught fifth
grade in Huntington Beach, California.
Lt. Clifford G. Thyberg is stationed at
Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, in the
U.S. Army.
Sally (Salmen) Snow has been teaching kindergarten for three years in Rialto, California. Her husband, Wayne, is
presently substitute teaching and will return to college for graduate work in September.
Peter S. Norris is with Lockheed California Company in Burbank as a personnel research analyst. Presently, he is living in Whittier.
Second Lieutenant Steven D.

Morgan, U.S. Air Force, is on
temporary duty at Andersen
Air Force Base, Guam. Lt.
Morgan, a Strategic Air Command administrative officer supports B52 Stratofortress aircrews who fly missions to Vietnam. He is permanently assigned at Ellsworth Air Force Base,
South Dakota.
Stephanie Arinetta is a teacher of the
educable mentally retarded for the Los
Angeles School district. She lives in West
Covina, California.
Marion (Crawford) Kahn is currently
employed as nutrition instructor at the
Evanston Hospital School of Nursing
while studying for her Master's Degree
in nutrition. Her husband, Richard, is
employed with International Minerals
and Chemicals, and is also studying for
his Masters in business at Northwestern
University. They are living in Evanston,
Illinois.
Gerhard Shaefer received his M.A. in
teaching this June. He will be teaching
at the El Roble Intermediate School in
Claremont.
David R. Carlson is now a merchandise
buyer with Sears, Roebuck and Co. He
is residing in Alhambra.
Blake Gibson is now serving in the
U.S. Navy.
Diane Dietrich is teaching fifth grade
at North Ranchito School in Pico Rivera,
California.
Anne (Warner) Giddings is presently
teaching sixth grade in Bakersfield, California. Her husband is working on the
California Aqueduct. They drove throughout Western Canada last summer.

'66

Dennis and Carolee (Callicott) Robert-

son are living in Whittier, where both of
them teach.

Adrian Kennedy has completed work
for her Master's Degree at the University of South Carolina, and is in a drama
touring company. She will soon start
work towards a Ph.D. in Oriental Theater.
Ron Brown is presently coaching in
the California Angels Organization. He
has been assigned to their camp in Idaho
Falls, Idaho.
Doug Downs is an art student at Claremont Graduate
School in Claremont, California. His sculptures were recently exhibited at the La
Verne College Library.

`67

Paula Jacobs is a social worker for Los
Angeles County. She lives in Palos Verdes Estates, California.
Michael Clark has been named director
of San Gabriel Valley Training Center
and Workshop for the handicapped. He
lives in South Gate, California.
William H. Gill, Jr., is in the U.S.
Army infantry division serving in Korea.
Peter S. Ellenshaw has completed Naval Officer Candidate School, Newport,
Rhode Island, and received his commission as an ensign in the Navy Reserve.
He will report aboard the cruiser USS
St. Paul for duty.

Class of '58
Mr. and Mrs. Irving G. Hendrick, 5567
Peacock Ln., Riverside, California 92505,
a daughter, Stephanie Lee, April 4, 1968.
Class of '59
Mr. and Mrs. John Chandler (Betty
Thompson), 231 Avalon Drive, Pacifica,
California 94044, a son, Duane Scott, May
11, 1967.
Dr. and Mrs. Sid Saltzstein (Sally
Freund), 11384 Lorna Lane, El Cajon,
California, a son, Ted, March 11, 1968.
Class of '63
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cowgill (Linda Rister), 1660 Akers Way, Dinuba, California, a daughter, Sara Lyn, May 12, 1968.
Class of '64
Mr. and Mrs. Blair C. Baker (Marie
"Toni" Leslie '66), 3386 Utah Street,
Riverside, California, a son Christopher
Cane, January 30, 1968.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Williams
(Martha Grams '62), 123 Janine, La Habra, California 90631, a daughter, Melinda Mae, November 11, 1967.
Class of '65
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gorris (Nancy
Batterson), 1109 South Granada, Alhambra, California 91801, a daughter, Dorey
Lynn, April 26, 1968.

Hedge and Donna Capers (Donna Carson) have just.completed long singing engagements at the Golden Bear, Huntington Beach, and the Troubador in Hollywood. They also have an album released
through Capitol Records which features
the songs of Bill Batson '67, another
Whittier alum.

Class of '69
Mrs. Shawn (Miller) Saastamoinen,
14369 Bresee Place, Baldwin Park 90706,
a daughter, Kirsikka Colleen, January
17, 1968.

Robert C. Parke is serving in the Peace
Corps in Manila.

newlyweds

newcomers
Class of '48
Mr. and Mrs. James Hang (Betty Tern.
quist), 8859 Camino Real, San Gabriel,
California 91775, a son, James William,
Jr., born July 5, 1967.
Class of '56
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Preston (Nancy
Koehler), American Consulate, Ankara,
Turkey, a son, Kirk William.
Class of '57
Mr. and Mrs. George Stodart (Barbara
Simonton), 11961 Margie Lane, Garden
Grove, California, a son, Brian, February
22, 1968.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Schmutzer (Janis
Cook '59), 451 North Willow Avenue,
Blythe, California 92225, a daughter,
Lynn Ellen, June 21, 1967.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl L. Streeter (Patricia
Ellen Hare '58), 18331 Tarzana Drive,
Tarzana, California 91356, a daughter,
Michelle Lynn, March 30, 1968.

Class of '34
Margaret H. Bayley to C. Vin White,
at home, 260 Prospect Avenue, Waterloo,
Iowa 50703.
Class of '60
Gwen Vaden to Mahlon A. Woirhaye,
Jr., November 22, 1967, at home, 5802
Denmead Street, Lakewood, California
90731.
Class of '63
Janet Ball to Ralph 0. Porter, at
27106 Mesaba, Palos Verdes Peninsula,
California 90274.
Deirdre Ann Darling to William T.
Ford, January 13, 1968, at home, 1765
E. 55th Street, Apt. B-3, Chicago, Illinois
60615.
Class of '65
Dick Craft to Sharon Gidding, April 6,
1968, at home, 6251 South Milton Ave.,
C, Whittier, California.
Ann Frances Roberts to Lt. Lucius Manning Quinney, June 22, 1968
Sarah A. Salmen to Wayne Snow, December 17, 1967, at home at 364 North
Eucalyptus, Rialto, California 92376.

Class of '66
Brownwynn Smyth to Barry L. Daniels,
February, 1968.
Class of '67
Peter Samuel Ellenshaw to Christine
Wallace, at home, 4629 Santa Monica,
San Diego, California.
Kathie England ('68) to Wayne Terry
Astin, at home at 13429 East Camilla,
Apt. L, Whittier, California 90601.

in memoriam
Class of '09
Alice Blanchard, September 26, 1968.
Class of '24
Mrs. Joseph Stritmatter (Marion Edna
Green), May 11, 1968.
Frank M. Chase, Jr., July 15, 1968.
Class of '29
Dorothy Dodds Baker, a native of the
city of Whittier, died June 17 in Tulare
County hospital, Springville. She had
been in failing health for months. Her
popular chronicle of a jazzn'ian's rise and
fall, Young Man With A Horn, published in 1938, established her as a bestselling writer and authority on jazz. She
lived on a citrus ranch in Terra Bella, 10
miles south of Porterville. She won a
Guggenheim Fellowship in 1942 and a
National Institute of Arts and Letters
Fellowship in 1964. The jazz novel was
made into a movie. Other works were
Trio, Our Gifted Son, and Cassandra At
The Wedding. She leaves her husband,
Dr. Howard Baker '27, and two daughters.
Class of '30
Dr. John S. Kimber, April, 1968.
Class ot '35
Robert Dale Singleton, November 21,
1967.
Class of '37
Mrs. Alfred D. LaFleur (Kathryn Marie
Teegarden), May, 1968.
Class of '56
Mrs. Kenneth Hedrick (Deborah Martin), September 28, 1967.
Class of '59
Major Robert Kurilich, killed in Viet
Nam, 1968.
Class of '67
Ronald Palm, December 11, 1967.
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